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As many of you know, Division Chief Jamie Mason has been
developing a training course for Confined Space Rescue.
To augment the training equipment necessary for this project,
he submitted a grant application to the Siletz Tribal Charitable
Contribution Fund.
An award letter was received congratulating Jamie as his application was
approved in the amount of $10,500 to purchase a Rescue Air Cart, Emergency
Escape Harnesses, and 400 feet of air hose….all to aid in rescue operations.
We thank the Siletz Tribe! We are thankful that DC Mason has the knowledge and
the dedicated effort to put together this new training program. Thank you, Jamie!
Contact DC Mason for more information about this upcoming training.

POLICY 1.8 – WEAPONS POLICY
(Approved by Board of Directors on 7-13-2016)

District Policy Update

1. The possession on District property of weapons of any kind, or the brandishing of any object that
could reasonably be construed as a weapon is not allowed. Weapons include, but are not limited to,
guns, knives, explosives, tear gas, and mace.
2. NLFR members must secure/lock their personal weapons in their vehicles while on District property.
The exception to this policy is that law enforcement officers, while performing duties as law enforcement, are allowed to carry their weapons.

Duty Shift Stipends

Stipend checks/deposits will be available to you on the dates shown below:
July Stipends—8/19
August Stipends—9/20
Sept. Stipends—10/20
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11.1

Conflict Resolution
11.1.1 Conflict Resolution Process:
The preferred first step for all personnel in any
conflict is a direct conversation with the other
individual when appropriate. If you are uncomfortable talking directly to the person, contact
your Lieutenant and they may accompany you as
an unbiased third party. If the situation dictates,
the Lieutenant may choose to address the situation further as needed.

After a resolution has been reached, the officers
involved will follow up and document after 30
days to ensure the resolution has remained
successful and no further conflict remains.
11.2

Corrective Action General Guidelines
11.2.1 Corrective Action: May be initiated for
many reasons, including, but not limited to
violations of the work rules, insubordination,
inappropriate behavior or poor job performance.
The severity of the action generally depends on
the nature of the offense and an employee’s work
record, and may range from verbal counseling to
discharge.

11.3

Corrective Action Process
11.3.1 Purpose: To provide guidelines for
officers and those in a supervisory capacity when
it is necessary to resort to corrective action when
member actions are in appropriate.

SOG 11

Corrective Actions
Revision : 07/2014

11.3.2 Objective: To provide guidance for
corrective actions.

11.3.3 Training: Training on the District’s
Documentation method and all content provided
in SOG 11 Corrective Actions, will be conducted at
a minimum of annually with a District preference
of semi-annually.
11.3.4 Officer Responsibility: Upon notification
or identification of a complaint or violation and
prior to the administering of corrective actions,
the officer involved shall make contact with the
officer responsible for the individual(s) involved.
If the officer responsible is part of the complaint
or violation or if the person reporting the complaint does not feel comfortable addressing the
officer who is responsible, they may report to the
next officer per the chain of command. Both
officers shall work together to:
A. Confirm the complaint or violation exists and
refer to the District’s SOG’s/Policies for
guidance and identify the appropriate
sections involved.
B. Complete the appropriate investigation that
includes an unbiased collection of the facts,
from both sides.
Continued on page 7
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“Spotlighting NLFR
Members

No spotlight this month

From the Desk of Assistant Chief Doug Kerr
We are all aware of the recent events in Dallas,
Baton Rouge where Law Enforcement Officers
appeared to have been targeted, shot and killed
by a disturbed but motivated individual. I am,
like most of us, having a hard time comprehending
what that extreme motivation is. I can understand being frustrated and upset by an incident or
event that results in the injury or death of another
person where the facts and motivation are not
always clear.
But what we are struggling to understand is how
or why an individual decides to take the lives of
others; creates a detailed plan or method to make
that happen then follows through, shooting and
killing or injuring Law Enforcement Officers and
others not involved with the earlier incident. For
the most part, the shooter ends up being killed or
taking his own life. The shooter responded with
the same actions that motivated him to act in the
first place.
Nobody wins, Law Enforcement Officers and their
families, as well as the shooter & his family, first

responders, dispatchers, hospital staff, citizens,
everyone loses. To me, it is a very ineffective way
of dealing with any issue or problem and seems to
make the overall situation worse.
Special Bond, I looked up these two words as I feel
that Fire Service personnel and Law enforcement
personnel have that unwritten, not really discussed “Special Bond” for each other. What I
found was “Special” means exceptional and
“Bond” means join securely. That seems to define
it pretty well.
I feel I can speak for North Lincoln Fire & Rescue
and the entire fire service in telling Chief Kilian at
Lincoln City PD, Sheriff Curtis Landers at Lincoln
County Sheriff’s Office, and Superintendent Travis
Hampton of the Oregon State Police, and Law
Enforcement agencies across the country that we
support you and your agencies and thank you for
all you do. Together, our special bond, hard work
and dedication make us a great team.
Doug Kerr, Assistant Chief

Sometimes you just need to take a nap and get over it.
Maura Stuard—Age 8
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So, summer is getting in its stride, and
hold the door open at that 90
Compliments of the Maintenance Division degree position loose in its
although we are in the “center” of the
Captain David L. Clark
timeline, we still shouldn’t allow complamount at the top of the door
cency to settle in the couch. Well, now
frame system? Now for the
what am I crowing about? Let’s just take a brief tour with the
horizontal mount…does the door lift struts actually lift it up
pet peeves. They are numerous, but we’ll just concentrate on a fully, or is it sagging downward because they are tired and not
few…
able to hold the door open as designed? For this type of door, it
wouldn’t take much to allow it to fold down upon the unsusSo, the action is all over, and we are about to return to the
pecting personnel, who incidentally just took
station in whatever rig we arrived in. How many times have
their helmet off for whatever reason, and is now
I seen the driver just get in, and never even check the compart- struck and knocked unconscious, later to be
ment doors, or worse yet, in a residential area, never even bend found by a buddy with a whole lot of question
over and take a quick look beneath the vehicle?
marks circling their head wondering what
happened? If this occurred on the side of the
Here’s
the
answer.
Is
there
a
kid’s
ball
truck where the exhaust pipe is, you just might be saying goodEgads, why for?
underneath the truck wedged under the
bye sooner than anticipated.
rear axle and the kid under there trying to recover it? Sure it’s
noisy, but did you ever hazard a chance to recover something
Given today’s climate of social notions, let me ask you this
that was precious to you at that time of your life? Bet you did. question. How safe do you feel it is to leave your truck unattended, compartment doors wide open on the truck with a
How about making that 360 before pulling out
bunch of citizens standing around. Of course they may just
of the station, and I’m talking about the driver,
be the standard looky-lews, but what if just one of them
not the officer or another firefighter, and actualwasn’t? Know those nice flashlights we have mounted in
ly grasping the handles of each compartment and do a quick pull various locations on the trucks? Perfect item to steal and later
on the “D” handle of the truck compartment door to make sure return, of course, after it has been “properly” tampered
it was fully latched, and not just latched by the first catch of the with. Now with the new “adjustments”, and the right time of
locking mechanism.
need for the light, dark and dreary, etc. etc., now you hit the
switch and Kaboom! Just saying, as the phrase goes.
What’s behind that door that is keeping it from closing as
originally designed? If the item is keeping the door latch from
Has it happened? Could happen anytime. You don’t have
operating as designed, maybe you should think about relocating
to be a municipal agency to have this
the equipment to prevent that problem in the first place. You
sort of problem inflicted. What better way to inflict confusion
shouldn’t have to rely on bungee cords to hold a piece of equip- when everyone is already busy to the max!
ment away from the latch. Maybe to hold a tool in its mount,
that is acceptable.
You say you think you lost a portable radio? It
Oh rats!
happens. If one of your compatriots takes a radio
Every compartment door should close flush with
to use on scene, did they return it to the proper truck, or is it
the sides of the body every time. When the door is still in their turnout pocket? Why is this a concern? Maybe not
open, if it’s hung vertically, is it 90 degrees at full
something you might even give a second thought to, but I
open from the side of the truck body, or is it open
remind the homeboys of the time when we had someone
further than that? Is the strut that is supposed to
actually make our primary frequency
Continued on page 10
If I missed your birthday or your NLFR anniversary, please let me know. Lois

Years of Service (August 2016)
01—Kevin Sweden
10—Dave McKee
11—Tom Gakstatter
14—Brian Nordyke
20—Cody Peterson
25—Todd King
29—Andrew McDonald
29—Dan Clanton
31—Miguel Martinez

Steve Allen (Support) - 4 Years
Diane Hayes (Support) - 1 Year
Dennis Knudson (Captain—Station 1400) - 27 Years
KrieAnn Kudar (District Clerk) - 4 Years
LoRee LaFon (Support) - 3 Years
Ericka Mason (Station 1500) - 1 Year
Cheri McPherson (Support) - 5 Years
Lois Smith (Office Admin) - 12 Years
Thank you for your service to NLFR and the community! (Lois)
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A couple of weeks ago, it was my Sunday to preach and
one Scripture lesson was about Martha and Mary. If you
aren’t familiar with it, it’s a story about two sisters who were
friends of Jesus. Martha, as the older sister and head of
the household, was bustling about with dinner preparations. Jesus had come, with all his crew, and she wanted
everything to be just right! Becoming tired and stressed
out, she noticed her younger sister simply sitting – like a
guest! – listening to Jesus. Martha lost her cool and
snapped, not at her sister, but at the guest: “Lord, don’t
you care that my sister lets me to do all the work by myself? Tell her to help me!”
Martha lost her focus about what she needed to be doing,
breaking a primary law of hospitality: “Never let them see
you sweat.” She must’ve been mortified! Jesus comfortingly replied, “Martha, Martha, you are worried and distracted by many things; there is need of only one thing.” What
is that one thing? It’s focus, the ability to steadfastly stick
to and to do the primary task the moment calls for, rather
than be distracted by what someone else is doing.
A contemporary story illustrates the point that the Martha/
Mary story aims at. It takes place in a tiny, picture-perfect
New England village which Paul Newman enjoyed visiting. One day, a tourist visiting the town developed a
craving for a double-dip chocolate ice-cream cone, so she
stopped at the local café. Only one other customer was
there: a man wearing jeans and a T-shirt sat at the counter
having a donut and coffee. The woman glanced his way,
did a double-take. Another look at the baby-blue eyes
confirmed her hunch: it was Paul Newman.

Chaplain’s Corner
By Pauline Morrison

dinner. Everything was just so: the table settings set just
right, mother bustling about in the kitchen, often with the
company of a visiting woman; dad being host and interacting with everyone else. And that was Mary’s task: to be
present to the guests, to honor them with her presence and
attention. The sisters each had their own task of hospitality
to do. But, while Mary stayed focused, Martha lost her
focus, her ability to stay on track with the one thing necessary for her to do at the moment: to prepare and serve a
dinner worthy of her guests.
An ancient Chinese proverb says: “When an archer shoots
for nothing, he has all his skills; when he shoots for a brass
buckle, he is already nervous. When he shoots for a prize
of gold, he goes blind. He’s out of his mind. He sees two
targets ... He thinks more of winning than of shooting.” The
archer’s skill didn’t change: but his excitement for the prize
cost him his focus. And Martha’s excitement cost her the
focus she so much needed.
In the Martha/Mary story, we see the two faces of hospitality: preparation and presence. Both are important, both
have their time and place. Both require focus. And they can
be fused together, different sides of the same coin.

Brother Lawrence, a monk who lived in France in the
1600's, was a simple man, so simple that his application
to become a brother in the monastery was rejected. He
He noticed her and nodded graciously, then went back to
persisted and eventually was allowed in, but only if he
his coffee. The woman thought, “He wants privacy. I’ll just agreed to work in the kitchen. In time, he became famous
order my ice cream and pretend there isn’t a famous movie as a man of God, his advice sought by many. After he
star sitting – right there!” That’s exactly what she did,
died, his sayings – including this – were put into a book:
although her hands were clammy and her heart
“The time of business does not with me differ from the time
thumpy. Watching the clerk scoop up her ice cream and
of prayer; and in the noise and clatter of my kitchen, while
pack it into a cone, she never again looked in Newman’s
several persons are at the same time calling for different
direction. She paid, took her cone and change, and went
things, I possess God in as great tranquility as if I were
out the door without a sideways glance. As the door shut, praying in church.”
she congratulated herself on how coolly she’d handled
the situation.
 In our work as responders, where is our focus?
 When a tone-out comes, can we shift from the task
When she reached her car, she realized something was
we’ve been absorbed in to the new, more urgent task
wrong. In one hand was her change; the other was
at hand?
empty. “Where’s my cone?” she wondered. “Did I leave
 Are we able to focus intentionally and fully on the
it in the store?” Back she went, hoping to see it on the
response needed to assist someone in crisis or to
counter or still in the clerk’s hand. But, no missing
knock-down a fire?
cone. As she started to ask the clerk about it, she glanced
in Newman’s direction. His blue eyes sparkled with amuse-  Do we safely respond and fulfill our tasks with a steady
focus?
ment. Flashing his trademark grin, he said, “You put it in
your purse!” Now there’s a distracted woman!
 Are we so well-trained and prepared that our presence
in the response is fully functional and appropriate?
And so was Martha: fretting and about to snap with stress
because of all her tasks, she became distracted and
Or, are we more like Martha or the woman who put her ice
rude. As hostess, it was her job to see that the meal was
cream cone in her purse? With God’s grace, we can do
done right. But in doing her tasks, another task was left
what the moment requires – trusting God to help us stay
undone: that of interacting with the guests.
focused on what is most important.
When I was growing up, we usually had guests at Sunday

Pauline
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Radio Discipline

back to bite the assumer in the behind. Talking on a
radio is not an intuitive task. Knowing what to say,
how to say it and when to say it are skills that must
A frequent contributing
factor in firefighter casualty be taught.
incidents is too much radio
Having listened to numerous audio recordings of
traffic. This can have a
incidents where firefighters were injured or killed,
significant impact on first
it is painfully evident that this still has not been
responder situational
taught and, if it has been, the instructions were poor
awareness because it
becomes near impossible or the radio user has fallen out of practice with best
practices.
to take in, process,
comprehend and
remember the volumes of information being
transmitted over the radio when communication is
not disciplined. This article explores some of the
Radio transmissions can provide
causes of the problem and makes some recomcritical clues and cues that, when
mendations for improving radio discipline.
transmitted properly and timely
can be a tremendous asset in the
development and maintenance of
situational awareness. Those
demonstrating the best practices
in radio usage know what to say, how to say it, who
On numerous occasions, I have
had conversations with fire chiefs to say it to, and when to say it. And, perhaps of
equal importance, they know what NOT to say,
who said they regretted issuing a
radio to every member. They said how NOT to say it, who NOT to say it to and when
to stay off the air.
the concept was good – give
everyone a radio in case they get
into trouble they can call for assistance. However,
the strategy backfires when everyone who has a
radio feels compelled to talk on it. It’s tantamount to I recently had a discussion
a person thinking that because they are carrying an with some firefighters about
axe, they must chop something. A radio is a tool to their radio discipline. After
deciding their incident manbe used for a specifically intended purpose.
agement is hampered from
Unfortunately, most fire departments do not train
too much radio traffic, they
firefighters on how and when to use a radio.
have embarked on a mission
to revamp how they use their
radios.

Best practices

Have radio, must talk

Prioritizing radio messages

Radio training

It should not be assumed
that a firefighter will automatically know how and
when to talk on a radio.
To assume so is to make
a great leap of faith that
will, undoubtedly, come

They have decided: Radio transmissions fall into
one of three categories:

Urgent—Necessary—Unnecessary
Continued on page 12

“This article is reprinted with permission from the Situational Awareness Matters! website. To learn more, visit: www.SAMatters.com”
Dr. Gasaway is widely considered to be one of the nation's leading authorities on human factors, situational awareness and
the decision making processes used in high stress, high consequence work environments. His work has been chronicled in
more than 450 books, book chapters, journals and website articles and he has delivered more than 4,000 presentations to
over 43,000 first responders, business leaders and industrial professionals worldwide. Dr. Gasaway served over 30 years in
fire, EMS, rescue and emergency management and held positions of firefighter, EMT-paramedic, lieutenant, captain,
assistant chief and fire chief in 6 emergency service organizations in West Virginia, Ohio and Minnesota.
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SOG Review—continued from page 2

C. Consider all mitigating circumstances.
D. Confirm that the accused had, or should have
had, prior knowledge of the standard/policy.
E. Check Corrective Action File for prior documentation on similar issues.
F. Put allegations, investigation results and
recommended corrective action in writing
using District approved corrective action form
and format.
G. Determine that the action contemplated is
consistent, burden of proof has been established. Determine if the violation is a violation
of the District’s core values or within a protective status or an illegal action. Determine that
the degree of corrective action is reasonably
related to the seriousness of the infraction,
and corrective action suggested is within the
scope of authority before taking action.
H. Ensure all appropriate levels of the chain of
command are aware of the situation, and
obtain approval, from Battalion Chief or Fire
Chief, of recommended corrective actions.
I. Conduct corrective action session and obtain
signatures as required per District approved
corrective action forms.

A. Verbal Warning (preferred for first time
incidents when appropriate. Must be
documented by Officer)
B. Letter of Correction (Documented & signed)
C. Letter of Reprimand (Documented & signed)
with:
Administrative Leave (requires Chief’s
approval);
Suspension (requires Chief’s approval)
Demotion (requires Chief’s approval)
Discharge (requires Chief’s approval)

All complaints/issues regarding any form of harassment
or racial discrimination are required to be reported to
the Fire Chief and Assistant Chief.

11.3.6: Documentation Handling and Storage
All documentation identified in this SOG will be
stored in a corrective action file. All files will be
maintained by the Training Division and will be
available to be reviewed by officers in supervisory
roles seeking information during the investigative
portion of the process outlined in this SOG. If the
result of the action taken leads to removal from
the District, the file will be placed into the individual’s personnel records.

11.3.5 Corrective Action Outcomes
Once a complaint, violation, or inappropriate
conduct has been brought to an officer, and the
officers involved have utilized the information
provided in 11.2.3 Officer Responsibilities, the
next step will be to choose a course of corrective
action. This decision is made to ensure the issue
is identified and the situation does not happen
again. Below are corrective actions available
to officers to ensure corrective actions are
conducted:

Any or all of these steps may be utilized, depending upon individual circumstances and the nature
of the infraction. In the absence of the Fire Chief,
the Assistant Fire Chief may approve reprimand
action outcomes.
A non-probationary member, upon receipt of
disciplinary action, has the right to appeal said
action. An appeal must be submitted in writing
within 15 days after receipt of disciplinary action.
Appeals will be submitted to the Fire Chief, or the
Assistant Fire Chief in the Fire Chief’s absence, for
review.

Verbal Warnings and Letters of Corrective Action
will be placed in a corrective action folder
maintained in the Training Office. Letters of
Reprimand will be filed in the individual’s
personnel file.
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Maintenance Division( continued from page 4

Page 10

area of the state. We may have the output turned down for
power, but that doesn’t mean you can just carry on saying
whatever gripe you have. All anyone has to do with a scanner is
set the receiver on scan a certain range of frequencies, and it
Yes, it’s that important, mind your equipment, know where
can lock on immediately, and with a push of a button, it’s now
each item is supposed to be, and ensure it is returned to its
one of the hottest spots for the general public to hear your
proper location. To be totally honest on the matter, I feel better precious thoughts on, and they didn’t even have to ask your
knowing the radio was damaged or destroyed during an action
opinion. My oh my,…I said that? Does anyone reading this use
than being stolen. At least in this manner, I know I won’t hear
the scanner radio app on your cellphone? How do you think
someone hindering our fireground communications at the most that is posted? With the assistance of a scanner coupled to a
awful time of the event.
computer to post it to the scanner site. Pretty cool, eh?
unusable because of their idea of “fun”. Thankfully, that
individual has moved on.

Scanner land. It exists.

And although you might think the
system is secure and you are on a
tactical channel, guess again. That tactical channel might be
installed because it isn’t a general use frequency in your
particular area, but if you were to actually listen long enough,
you would find mainline communications going on from another

August Events:

So hey there,…have a great summer

Hope you don’t have a
blowout on your tennis
shoes! Remember, the proper distance from the blast is when
you can cover it from your view with your thumb held at arms
length!
These mind numbing bright thoughts prepared for
your enjoyment by NLFR Maintenance!

Wednesday—August 3

National Watermelon Day

National Dog Day

Sunday—August 7

National Lighthouse Day

Wednesday—August 10

National S’mores Day

Saturday—August 13

International Left Hander’s Day

Monday—August 15

National Relaxation Day

Tuesday—August 16

Joke Day

Wednesday—August 17

National Thrift Shop Day

Thursday—August 18

Bad Poetry Day

Monday—August 22

Be An Angel Day

Wednesday—August 24

Vesuvius Day (Italy)

Thursday—August 25

Kiss and Make Up Day

National Dog Day celebrates all dogs,
mixed breed and pure. Our mission is to
help galvanize the public to recognize the
number of dogs that need to be rescued
each year and acknowledges family dogs
and dogs that work selflessly each day to
save lives, keep us safe and bring comfort.
Dogs put their lives on the line every day…
for personal protection, for law enforcement, for the disabled, for our freedom and
safety by detecting bombs and drugs and
pulling victims of tragedy from wreckage,
now they're detecting cancer and
seizures...things even humans cannot do.

Friday—August 26

National Dog Day

Saturday—August 27

Race Your Computer Mouse/Mice Day

Monday—August 29

More Herbs Less Salt Day

Tuesday—August 30

National Toasted Marshmallow Day

Mount Vesuvius
near Pompeii,
Italy, begins to
erupt on August
24th in the year 79;
within the next 25
hours, it wipes out
the entire town.
Hundreds of years
later, archaeologists excavated
Pompeii and found
everything and
everyone that had
been there that day
perfectly
preserved by the
volcano’s ash.
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Give a man a bow and arrow and tell
him to, “SHOOT!” and his first
response would be, “At what?”
When there is no target, there is no
purpose for shooting. He could shoot
the arrow anywhere and wherever the arrow ended
up would be where the arrow ended up. Not much
to it.

Aiming for Perfection
It is difficult to imagine with intelligent individuals
knowing the probability of this occurring that nobody
said "STOP" !

So what motivates people to continue with full
knowledge that a catastrophic event may be looming,
On the other hand, if you gave the archer a target and that they do not follow protocols, make suggestions or
challenged him to hit the bullseye – everything
safety procedures. Simply put, they been taking
changes. You now gave him something to aim at,
shortcuts and risks over and over, and nothing of any
something to challenge his skills against, something
"real" significance occurred that was...that bad.
to measure his progress with, and something that
gives all of his effort – purpose. All by adding in a
We see the same attitude toward safety in our own
simple target.
ranks. We need to make a commitment to charge not
only the behavior but the dialogue regarding safe
One of our firefighters came into my office with some practices and procedures in our District.
observations and concerns; he saw some repeated
behaviors by some of our firefighters and officers
In the July 2016 Safety Committee Meeting, four
that he felt might be unsafe and some definitely not
areas were pointed out for improvement. These four
in accordance with our SOG's. We spoke quite
areas are North Lincoln Fire & Rescue's "TARGETS"
candidly of several situations he witnessed and felt
for the next year.
since some of the individuals had been in the fire
service longer than him and other are officers in the
It is up to each officer, instructor, and firefighter to
District, he was not comfortable confronting them on assist in keeping focus on these targets and to
the safety issues.
engage in healthy dialogue on how we can improve
the health and safety of yourself and your fellow
This is not a new problem the fire service or for that
firefighter.
matter any business. In a past "Size-Up" article,
I've written about the problems in NASA that lead
Target #1: CODE 3 Driving and
with the destruction of the Space Shuttles
safe driving in general
"Challenger" in 1986 and "Columbia" in 2003 that
had both been predicted, as was the deadly environWhen starting off, ask yourself:
mental disaster of the oil platform "Deepwater
Horizon" in 2010, killing 11 and injuring dozens,
 What is the proper CODE response for your crew
also predicted
on this call from your station or location?
(June 2015, "Size-Up" page 10 "The Normalization of Deviance").

Continued on page 13

Images of "Deepwater Horizon" in
the Gulf of Mexico April 2010
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RADIO DISCIPLINE (Continued from page 6)

For Urgent messages, the transmission would start
with the word “Urgent” followed by the message.
They are developing a list of examples of urgent
messages and training personnel on why those
messages would be considered urgent.
Necessary radio traffic would not have a preempted word and they will provide members with
a definition of necessary radio traffic and some
examples.

They should expect to show steady progress toward
changing habits. It is important for the audits to be
conducted on both significant alarms and nonsignificant alarms. The habits developed during
the many non-significant alarms will become the
automatic performance during significant alarms.
Ensuring the new procedures are being used consistently across the board is important.

Chief Gasaway’s Advice

Radio communication is critical to
the success of an incident and is
Unnecessary radio traffic would be defined and
vital to developing and maintaining
a sample list would be provided to the members.
situational awareness.
Unnecessary radio traffic would no longer be
transmitted over the radio. Instead, it would be stated
Disciplined communication reduces the possibility of
face-to-face, by mobile data computer, or would not
radio channel overload and it reduces the possibility
be communicated at all.
of cognitive overload by those who are listening to the
radio.

Cadence and key phrases

They are also going to adopt
a cadence protocol. Cadence
is when the same thing is
said on the radio in the same
order (or sequence) every
time. For example, when
giving a progress or update report, the crew employs
the acronym C.A.N.:
Conditions
Actions
Needs
Or, when calling a mayday, the department would
give a L.U.N.A.R. report:
Location in the building,
Unit designation
Names of personnel needing assistance
Air supply remaining
Resource needs
They are also going to adopt key phrases that will be
used to communicate a broader concept. Personnel
will be trained on what the key phrases mean so
when communicated, the meaning is shared among
the sender and the receiver(s).

Audits
This fire department is going to
conduct audits of recorded radio
transmissions to ensure the new
procedure is being followed. As with
anything new, this procedure entails a
paradigm shift for how the department uses radios.

Reducing the amount of unnecessary radio traffic will
also reduce the possibility that personnel operating at
the scene (including the commander) will not “tune
out” the radio because of the volume of chatter that is
impacting the ability to comprehend other things.

The brain only has a limited capacity to process
information and under stress it’s not that hard to
overload the brain. Reducing radio traffic to urgent
and necessary messages only is a best practice that
will improve responder safety.

Discussion
Questions
1. Develop a definition and create a list of urgent,
necessary and unnecessary radio transmission.
2. Obtain an audio tape from one of your department’s recent significant events. Categorize the radio
transmissions as urgent, necessary and unnecessary.
Record the percentage of airtime from the incident
dedicated to each.
3. Discuss strategies for how to eliminate unnecessary radio transmissions.
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AIMING FOR PERFECTION
Continued from page 11

 Are you driving aggressively (too fast) rather than

defensively (looking and seeing)?

 Are you driving in compliance with our SOG's?

Target #3: SCBA and respiratory
protection

 Is everyone in IDLH atmosphere donning SCBA's?

 While driving normally, are you driving as a

 Are you using respiratory protection in accordance

courteous driver and representing the District
in the best way?

with our current SOG's during overhaul?
 Are you keeping individuals not using respiratory
protection outside the hot-zone?

Target #2: Proper use of PPE at
training, on fire, EMS, MVC calls
and water rescue

Target #4: Doing a proper 360 and
use of spotters

 Is everyone on the fire/training ground in PPE?
 On medical calls, is everyone wearing gloves?’

 Are you doing a appropriate 360 on the vehicle eve-

 On MVC's, are face shields used when needed and

precautions for blood borne pathogens in place?

 On water rescues, are all individuals suited-up for

the mission, communications in place and PFD on
shore crews?

ry time before you drive off; looking up, down and
being sure all compartments are secure?
 On the training ground and on-scene, are you requesting and using backers and spotters according
to the guidelines in our SOG's?

It is the goal of the Safety Committee
to see in the next year:
1) A significant decrease in driving complaints
2) Improvement in the proper use of PPE and SCBA's
on-scene
3) A reduction of property damage to equipment and
vehicles.
This can only be achieved by individuals demonstrating
proper behaviors, crews having honest dialogue and
Officers coaching to the Standard Operational Guidelines
that make North Lincoln Fire & Rescue the safe and
professional organization it can be.

Aim for perfection,
Jim Kusz
District Captain
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Items shown on these calendars are subject to change.

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1 Vehicle
Familiarization
EMS Drill

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Association
Meeting

9

10

Board
Meeting 6pm

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

District
BBQ / Firefighter Games

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Officer’s
Choice

Officer
Training

September 2016
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

4

5

6 Recruit

7

11

12

13

14

18

19

25

26

LABOR DAY

Vehicle Fam.
EMS Drill

Association
Meeting
Mass Casualty
Drill

1

Thu

3

Sat

9

10

15 Oregon
Board Meeting Fallen Firefighters
6pm
Memorial

16

17 Get Ready

20

21

22

23

24

27

28

29

30

Academy
Begins

The Size-Up Newsletter is a publication of
North Lincoln Fire & Rescue District #1.
Lois Smith, NLFR Office Administrator,
is the editor of the newsletter.
Please direct any comments/suggestions
to LSMITH@NLFR.ORG.

8

2

Fri

Event @ St.
Clair Station

Have you moved?
Has your phone number changed?
Do you need a document notarized? (free service!)
Do you have questions about LOSAP?
Have you submitted your bio for the newsletter?
Call Lois at the Taft Station.

